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Abstract
We give the full supersymmetric and κ-symmetric action for the Dirichlet three-brane,
including its coupling to background superfields of ten-dimensional type IIB supergravity.
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1. Introduction
The recent incorporation of Dirichlet p-branes in string theory has led to major advances in our
understanding of the non-perturbative aspects of the theory [,,,,]. This includes issues like
the roˆles played by solitonic states in non-perturbative string theories and results concerning string
duality [,,] as well as fundamental explanations of results known from semi-classical gravity [].
An important aspect is the fascinating roˆle played by standard supergravity theories in uncov-
ering deep connections between different perturbative sectors of the full non-perturbative theory
[,,]. It is now clear that eleven-dimensional supergravity, which previously seemed com-
pletely disconnected from string theory, plays a rather central, unifying roˆle in the full theory [],
e.g. when discussing a higher-dimensional origin of p-brane solutions [] and various kinds of du-
ality symmetries appearing in lower-dimensional (D≤10) theories [,- and references therein]
(we do not aim at making the reference list complete).
In the same spirit as one obtains supergravity theories from strings in ten dimensions and be-
low, it was argued some time ago that one should seek to explain the existence of eleven-dimensional
supergravity in terms of the enigmatic quantized supermembrane [], or, as suggested more re-
cently, in terms of the even less understood M-theory [,,,,], of which the membrane
might be a low-energy manifestation. That such a connection might exist is indicated by the fact
that p=2 (and p=5) branes [,] occur as solutions to the D= 11 supergravity field equations
and by the relation between κ-symmetry and the constraints on the D= 11 supergeometry that
implies the field equations.
However, some interesting chiral string theories and their p-brane solutions fall outside this
scheme, as emphasized in [], and instead hint at the existence of new supergravity-like theories
in yet higher dimensions [], F-theory [] (or Y-theory []) in twelve dimensions or fundamen-
tally new theories in thirteen [,,] dimensions or above, often with non-standard signatures
[,,]. The search for these exotic theories would probably benefit from a more detailed under-
standing of the less exotic objects known to exist in eleven dimensions and below. One particularly
interesting piece of new information would be the construction of κ-symmetric covariant actions
which involve vector or antisymmetric tensor supermultiplets in a fundamental way.
Higher-dimensional extended objects of various kinds have turned out to be extremely useful
in many of the recent discussions of these matters (see e.g. refs. [,]), in spite of the fact that
they are in many cases rather poorly understood. For example, in ten and eleven dimensions
full knowledge of the covariant super- and κ-symmetric action including background couplings has
been obtained only for the string (p=1) [,] in D= 10, N = 1 supergravity [] and type IIB
supergravity [], for the membrane (p=2) [] in D = 11 [,] and for the 5-brane in D = 10
[]. Although a more complete picture [,] of possible world-volume supermultiplets [] is
now emerging, none of the actions based on vector or antisymmetric tensor supermultiplets have
yet been constructed. A case that falls in between is the membrane in type IIA supergravity which
has Ramond–Ramond (RR) charges and hence is a D-brane with p=2. We are here referring to
the fact that the action for this type IIA membrane can be obtained by dualizing [, ,,] the
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eleventh coordinate for the membrane inD=11 to a vector, thereby generating an action containing
an abelian world-volume vector field. Using the formulation of Bergshoeff et al. [], the action
derived in this way by Townsend [] is of Brink–DiVecchia–Howe–Tucker (BDHT, a.k.a. Polyakov)
type with a non-propagating world-volume metric [,]. Elimination of this auxiliary metric by
means of its field equation leads to a Dirac–Born–Infeld (DBI) action. That such an action must
appear is known from open string calculations in the case of constant field strength for the Born–
Infeld vector field, at least for the bosonic part of the action [,]. In fact, a fully covariant target
space supersymmetric and world-volume κ-symmetric DBI action has not yet been presented in
the literature.
It is the purpose of this paper to derive such an action for the case of the Dirichlet 3-brane
in type IIB string theory. In this case the answer can not be deduced by dualizing any previously
known action. Instead, our derivation starts from the bosonic DBI action and knowledge about
the structure of the necessary Wess–Zumino terms obtained from the superspace formulation of
type IIB supergravity. As is the case for the membrane propagating in the background of eleven-
dimensional supergravity, the action for the D3-brane in type IIB superspace is only κ-symmetric
provided the background fields satisfy the proper on-shell constraints (see ref. []). Similar results
in the case of type IIB were obtained some years ago by Grisaru et al. [], who coupled the type
IIB supergravity to the string in the NS-NS sector. Note however that in this case one does not
probe the constraints of the field strengths coming from the RR sector. In the case of the D3-brane
considered here on the other hand, all constraints necessary to derive the field equations of type
IIB supergravity [] are involved in establishing the κ-invariance of the action.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section  we explain our notation and conventions, and
present the generalization of the bosonic action to a κ-symmetric action in flat type IIB superspace.
Section  is devoted to the construction of the couplings to the on-shell type IIB background
superfields, which as mentioned above involves all the field strengths of the theory, i.e., both the
ones that originate in the NS-NS sector and the ones from the RR sector. For the bosonic part of
the action the exact relation between the BDHT version and the DBI version is known from the
work of ref. []. A summary of our results including a discussion of the κ-symmetric BDHT-type
extension of ref. [] and some final comments are collected in section .
2. The κ-symmetric p=3 action in flat IIB superspace
We will start the construction by considering the bosonic DBI action
LDBI = −
√
−det(gij + Fij) , (.)
where gij is the pullback to the four-dimensional world-volume of the flat ten-dimensional target
space metric ηab and Fij is the field strength of the world-volume vector field appearing in all
D-brane actions generated from open strings. (The standard factor of α
′
2pi in front of Fij is set
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equal to one in this paper.) The pullback is written in terms of ∂iX
a where Xa are coordinates in
the flat ten-dimensional bosonic target space. As a first step we now generalize the corresponding
world-volume form dXa to a globally supersymmetric form by introducing the type IIB fermionic
coordinates θα. Since we will throughout this paper use real sixteen-component Majorana–Weyl
spinors and the corresponding γ-matrices we must remember that type IIB spinors have an extra
two-dimensional SO(2) index and that indices α, β, . . . are thus to be viewed as composite indices
representing the tensor product of a Majorana–Weyl index and an SO(2) index. The γ-matrices
are extended in a similar fashion and all these quantities will as a consequence remain real. The
γ-matrices anticommute to 2ηab (with a suppressed δα
β) which we choose to be a mostly positive
flat metric.
The supersymmetric world-volume variables (forms) for the case where there are no back-
ground fields are
dθα ,
Πa = dXa + idθ¯γaθ ,
F = dA− idXa∧ (dθ¯γaKθ) + 12 (dθ¯γaθ)∧ (dθ¯γ
aKθ) .
(.)
The expression for F contains the matrix K, which is a real 2×2-matrix with K2=1. It acts on
the SO(2) indices mentioned above and together with I and J (I2=−1, J2=K2=1, IJ=K and
I, J,K anticommuting) they behave as gamma-matrices (generators) for SL(2;R) ∼=Spin(1, 2), or,
equivalently, as the imaginary split quaternionic units. A convenient basis (although unnecessary
for any calculations) is
I =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
, J =
[
0 1
1 0
]
, K =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
, (.)
from which one possible correspondence with a complex spinor formalism may be read off: Iψ↔
−iψ, Jψ↔ iψ∗, Kψ↔ψ∗. Concerning the conventions for ordinary forms, we have here adopted
the ones that are standard in superspace differential geometry, namely F = 12dξ
j ∧ dξiFij (note
the order of the indices). As will be discussed in the next section, these globally supersymmetric
extensions arise naturally when taking the flat superspace limit of the D3-brane in a general
background. The reason we present the flat case first is that it clarifies how the κ-symmetry works
without any need for knowledge about the rather complicated superspace formulation of type IIB
supergravity.
The rigid supersymmetry transformations under which the above forms are invariant are
δεθ
α = εα ,
δεX
a = −i(θ¯γaε) ,
δεA = idXa(θ¯γ
aKε)− 1
6
(dθ¯γaθ)(θ¯γ
aKε)− 1
6
(dθ¯γaKθ)(θ¯γ
aε) ,
(.)
where ε is a constant target space IIB spinor and a world-volume scalar. It is a priori clear that A
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must transform under supersymmetry, since it contains two of the eight physical bosonic degrees
of freedom matching the fermionic ones. We will comment further on this issue in section . To
prove the invariance of F one must make use of the “cyclic Fierz identity”
(A¯γaB)(C¯γ
aD) = −1
2
(A¯γaeID)(B¯γ
aeIC)− 12 (A¯γaeIC)(B¯γ
aeID) , (.)
where eI =1, I, J,K and summation over the index I is understood. Note that dθ anticommutes
with θ but commutes with another dθ. By writing A = αψ, with α an odd parameter, the above
identity, which is valid for bosonic spinors A,B,C,D, can be used to derive Fierz identities for any
kind of spinors. Equation (.) is the only Fierz identity needed throughout this paper. By using
it twice, one finds, e.g.,
(γa)(αβ(γ
a)γ)δ = −(γaJ)(αβ(γaJ)γ)δ = −(γaK)(αβ(γaK)γ)δ , (.)
identities which are used repeatedly below in calculations concerning κ-symmetry and Bianchi
identities.
Turning to the κ-symmetry, we know from previous experience that the κ-transformations of
θα and Xa differ from the ε-transformations above only by a sign in the transformation forXa (this
fact will find its natural explanation in section  — a κ-transformation is rather half a covariant
derivative, and commutes with supersymmetry). The κ-transformation of A is completely fixed
once one demands that κ-transformations are supersymmetric, i.e., that δε and δκ commute. To
determine the overall constant, one makes the inspired guess that δκgij and δκFij should end up
having a similar structure. Using the transformations
δκθ
α = κα ,
δκX
a = i(θ¯γaκ) ,
δκA = −idXa(θ¯γaKκ) + 12 (dθ¯γaθ)(θ¯γ
aKκ) + 1
2
(dθ¯γaKθ)(θ¯γ
aκ) ,
(.)
we find
δκΠ
a = 2i(dθ¯γaκ) ,
δκF = −2iΠa∧ (dθ¯γaKκ) .
(.)
In order for the bosonic and fermionic fields in the world-volume action to have equal numbers
of degrees of freedom we must as usual project out half of the components of the local space-time
spinor parameter κ. This is accomplished by imposing κ= 12 (1+Γ)κ, where
Γ =
εijkl√
−det(g +F )
(
1
24
γijklI − 14FijγklJ +
1
8
FijFklI
)
(.)
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satisfies Γ2=1. Here, γi1...in is the pullback to the world-volume of the antisymmetrized (weight
one) product of n D=10 γ-matrices, and thus γ(iγj) = gij . In proving that the matrix Γ squares
to one, it is convenient to rewrite the DBI lagrangian using
det(gij +Fij) = det(gij)
(
1− 1
2
tr(g−1F )2
)
+ det(Fij) , (.)
and make use of identities like
detF = (1
8
εijklFijFkl)
2 ,
(g−1F )4 = 1
2
(g−1F )2tr(g−1F )2 − det(g−1F ) ,
(.)
valid for antisymmetric matrices Fij . Given an antisymmetric tensor, the form of Γ is unique
up to the choice for the matrix J , which in turn depends on the choice of the matrix K in the
transformations. A perhaps trivial remark is that just by trying to construct a projection matrix for
p=3, one is forced to introduce a pair of Majorana–Weyl spinors of equal chirality. The question of
chirality is related to the sign of the square of εi1...ip+1γi1...ip+1 , which is (−1)
1
2
p(p+1)+1. Already this
observation tells much about the structure of supersymmetric branes of diverse dimensionalities.
The construction of Γ is of course a key ingredient in establishing κ-symmetry, and therefore in
the entire construction of the supersymmetric brane action.
After a somewhat tedious calculation one arrives at the following result for the κ-variation of
the DBI lagrangian:
δκ
(
−
√
−det(g +F )
)
= εijkl
(
− i
3
(∂iθ¯γjklIκ) + iFij(∂kθ¯γlJκ)
)
. (.)
The computations are simplified somewhat if one instead of inserting the projected parameter
1
2 (1+Γ)κ just uses Γκ. Note that the integral of the right hand side can be nicely written as the
integral of a world-volume four-form,
δκIDBI =
∫ (
2i(dθ¯γ(3)Iκ)− 2iF (dθ¯γ(1)Jκ)
)
, (.)
where γ(n)=
1
n!dξ
in ∧ . . . ∧ dξi1γi1 . . . γin . The result that the κ-variation of the DBI action gives
the integral of a differential form is of course a necessary condition for the existence of an invariant
action built out of just a DBI term and a Wess–Zumino (WZ) term.
In order to find the WZ part of the action, it is in principle possible to make a general ansatz
and determine the exact expression by demanding cancellation with (.). However, a better
alternative would be to first consider its general superspace structure discussed in refs. [,],
and make use of the already solved type IIB superspace Bianchi identities [] to obtain the exact
expression. The flat limit is then expected to produce the same answer as the more direct approach
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alluded to above. Since this will be carried out in detail in section , where we will discuss the
coupling of the D3-brane to a general type IIB supergravity background, we end this section by
simply giving the expression for the WZ action whose variation will cancel the one from the DBI
term:
IWZ =
∫
eFC =
∫
(C(4) +F ∧ C(2)) , (.)
where
Cab = 0 , Caβ = i(γaJθ)β , Cαβ = (γ
aθ)α(γaJθ)β , (.)
and
Cabcd = 0 ,
Cabcδ = −i(γabcIθ)δ ,
Cabγδ = −(γcθ)γ(γabcIθ)δ − 2(γaJθ)γ(γbKθ)δ ,
Caβγδ = i(γ
bθ)β(γ
cθ)γ(γabcIθ)δ − 2i(γbθ)β(γbJθ)γ(γaKθ)δ − i(γbθ)β(γbKθ)γ(γaJθ)δ ,
Cαβγδ = (γ
aθ)α(γ
bθ)β(γ
cθ)γ(γabcIθ)δ − 3(γaθ)α(γaJθ)β(γbθ)γ(γbKθ)δ ,
(.)
where (anti-)symmetrization is understood. In the following section, the various θ-extended quan-
tities introduced here will receive a proper explanation in terms of the flat limit of the superspace
formulation of the target space type IIB supergravity theory.
When one considers an ordinary p-brane, only the first term in equation (.) is present,
I
(p)
WZ =
∫
C(p+1), and the crucial γ-matrix identity, yielding the “brane scan”[], is
(γa1...ap−1a)(αβ(γa)γδ) = 0 . (.)
The corresponding identity here, which can be seen as responsible for the existence of the D3-brane,
and which is also crucial for the Bianchi identities of the following section, is
(γabcI)(αβ(γc)γδ) − 2(γ[aJ)(αβ(γb]K)γδ) = 0 . (.)
A proper classification of similar identities in different dimensionalities should provide a “D-brane
scan” [].
3. Coupling to a general IIB background
As is well known (see e.g. ref. []), the field theory of ten-dimensional type IIB supergravity
contains in the bosonic sector the metric gmn, a complex scalar λ=C(0)+ie
−φ, a complex two-form
a(2)=C(2)+iB(2) and a self-dual real four-form C(4), and in the fermionic sector the complex spinor
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Λα and the Rarita–Schwinger field ψm
α. Bosonic fields originating in the RR sector of the string
are here denoted as C(n). The indices m,n, . . . are ten-dimensional world indices which will be
combined with µ, ν, . . . to ten-dimensional super-world indices M,N, . . .. The superspace vielbein
is then defined by
EA = dZMEM
A , (.)
where dZM are the superspace differentials (dXm, dθµ). Our superspace differential geometry
conventions are those of Wess and Bagger [].
Since the action for a Dp-brane in general involves a DBI term with couplings only to NS-NS
fields while the RR couplings appear exclusively in the WZ term, it is not possible to work with the
above complex combinations of NS-NS and RR fields. It turns out to be necessary to keep also the
spinors real, as we did in the previous section. It will even turn out that the natural choice of field
strength does not correspond to the real and imaginary part of a complex field. As a consequence,
some formulæ below may look somewhat unfamiliar to a reader used to the previous superspace
treatments of type IIB supergravity []. Real Majorana–Weyl spinors are here written in terms
of composite indices α, β, . . . in tangent space or µ, ν, . . . in curved superspace.
In superspace all ordinary component fields are introduced as first components of their cor-
responding superfields. From the gauge fields one then constructs the super-field strengths and
derives the super-Bianchi identities. In order to reduce the enormous field content of these super-
fields down to the on-shell content one introduces constraints on some of the components of the
super-field strengths. When these constraints are inserted in the Bianchi identities, the latter cease
to be identities, and if the constraints are properly chosen the equations so obtained are just the
supergravity equations of motion. For the membrane in eleven-dimensional supergravity it turns
out that it is exactly these on-shell constraints (modulo different choices of the conventional ones)
that must be imposed in order for the membrane action to be κ-symmetric []. We will now show
that the same phenomenon is at work here.
The action is I = IDBI + IWZ, where
IDBI = −
∫
d4ξ
√
−det(gˆ + e−φ2 Fˆ ) (.)
and
IWZ =
∫
eFˆ Cˆ . (.)
This expression formally agrees with refs. [,,,], with all bosonic fields replaced by the
corresponding superfields. Here gˆ refers to the pullback of the ten-dimensional flat metric ηab, i.e.,
gˆij = Ei
aEj
bηab , (.)
which in an arbitrary background involves the vielbein through Ei
A = (∂iZ
M )EM
A. The use of
hats indicates coupling to a general type IIB superspace background. For instance, in the NS-NS
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sector the superfield BMN enters through Fˆ =
1
2dξ
j∧ dξi(Fij−Bˆij) where Bˆij =EjBEiABAB. In
the WZ term the pullback of the RR potential Cˆ is defined in a similar fashion. Note that we
have adopted the definition of Cˆ introduced in ref. [] where this RR potential is considered as a
sum of forms of different degrees. In the case of type IIB they are all of even degree. In fact, such
a sum was already discussed by Cederwall et al. [] in the investigation of p-brane algebras and
their general extensions.
The advantage of equation (.) over the form LDBI=−e−φ(−det(gˆs+Fˆ )) 12 , gˆ=e−
φ
2 gˆs, is that
the metric gˆ is the SL(2;R)-invariant Einstein metric, whereas gˆs is the string metric and transforms
under SL(2;R). For gˆ (and all associated superfields) we can use the conventional supergravity
constraints [], while the torsion corresponding to the vielbein of gˆs necessarily contains explicit
dilaton factors. It is a property peculiar to p=3, and essential for its duality properties, that the
naked Einstein metric occurs in the action [,,].
When written in this way, the D3-brane action is manifestly invariant under type IIB super-
space reparametrizations. One might wonder how this is reconciled with the coupling to open
strings where the boundary conditions break N = 2 to N = 1. The answer is identical to the
situation for the gauge invariance of an antisymmetric tensor field coupling to the bulk of an open
string. Na¨ıvely, the gauge invariance is destroyed by the presence of a boundary, but when the
boundary is a D-brane it is restored by the coupling of the endpoints to the vector potential A
on the world-volume. The gauge transformation δB = dλ is accompanied by δA= λ, so that the
combination Fˆ =F−Bˆ(2) is invariant. For N =2 supersymmetry, an exactly parallel mechanism
is at work, and this is the concrete interpretation of the third equation in (.), which is exactly
what is necessary to keep F invariant in the flat case [,]. In fact, once the extra terms in
the modified supersymmetric field strength are understood as the pullback of the superfield B, the
just mentioned gauge transformation can be used to move the transformations freely between A
and B, and in particular to keep A inert under supersymmetry and κ-symmetry.
We now proceed to the issue of κ-symmetry. Contrary to the situation in section , we now
have full knowledge of the WZ term from the outset. This gives us the possibility to perform the
calculations in a slightly different manner. By first varying the WZ term with parameter Γκ one
finds that the calculations simplify quite a bit. The reason for this is that one directly obtains the
factor L −1
DBI
, which also follows from the variation of the DBI term if written in the form
δκLDBI = − 112
εijklεi
′j′k′l′
LDBI
(gˆii′ + e
−φ
2 Fˆii′ )(gˆjj′ + e
−φ
2 Fˆjj′ )
× (gˆkk′ + e−
φ
2 Fˆkk′ )(δκgˆll′ + e
−φ
2 δκFˆll′ − 12δκφe
−φ
2 Fˆll′) .
(.)
Consequently, there will be no need for any of the matrix identities essential for proving Γ2 = 1,
and we find that the comparison of the terms coming from the variation of the DBI and WZ parts,
respectively, is rather straightforward.
In order to derive the variations to be inserted in equation (.) we need the variations of the
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superspace coordinates. These can be written in the following form []:
(δκZ
M )EM
a = 0 , (δκZ
M )EM
α = κα . (.)
We then find that
δκgˆij = 2E(i
aEj)
BκαTαBa ,
δκFˆij = −EjBEiAκαHαAB ,
δκφ = κ
α∂αφ .
(.)
To be explicit, the transformation of Bˆ induced by (.) is δκBˆ = LκBˆ ≡ (d iκ + iκd)Bˆ =
d iκBˆ + iκHˆ , where the first term is cancelled in δκFˆ by the gauge transformation δA= iκBˆ (see
the discussion above), leaving δκFˆ = −iκHˆ .
At this point one needs to solve the superspace Bianchi identities [] to verify that the for us
relevant on-shell constraints (those with dimension 0 and 12 ) are
Tαβ
c = 2i(γc)αβ , Tαb
c = 0 ,
Tαβ
γ = −(J)(αγ(JΛ)β) + (K)(αγ(KΛ)β)
+ 1
2
(γaJ)αβ(γ
aJΛ)γ − 1
2
(γaK)αβ(γ
aKΛ)γ ,
Hαβc = 2ie
φ
2 (γcK)αβ , Hαbc = −e
φ
2 (γbcKΛ)α ,
∂αφ = 2Λα .
(.)
(We will demonstrate in a little while that this configuration is the correct one.) Thus, we can
write the variation in the following form
δκgˆij = 4i(E¯(iγj)κ) ,
δκFˆij = −4ie
φ
2 (E¯[iγj]Kκ) + e
φ
2 (Λ¯γijKκ) ,
δκφ = 2κ¯Λ .
(.)
Modulo boundary terms, the variation of the WZ term gives
δκIWZ =
∫ (
(iκRˆ)(4) + Fˆ ∧ (iκRˆ)(2) + 12Fˆ ∧ Fˆ ∧ (iκRˆ)(0)
)
, (.)
where the hatted field strengths Rˆ are pullbacks of (iκR)(n) =
1
n!E
An ∧ . . . ∧EA1καRαA1...An .
Thus we find that only super-field strength components with at least one spinor index are relevant.
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The formal sum of the curvature forms can be written R=eBd(e−BC)=dC−H ∧C, i.e.,
R(5) = dC(4) −H ∧C(2) ,
R(3) = dC(2) −H ∧C(0) ,
R(1) = dC(0) ,
(.)
so the Bianchi identities read d(e−BR)=0, i.e.,
dR(5) +H ∧R(3) = 0 ,
dR(3) +H ∧R(1) = 0 ,
dR(1) = 0 .
(.)
In the real basis employed here, the superspace constraints that enter into the variation of the WZ
term read (the exact relation to the constraints given by Howe and West in ref. [] will soon be
established)
Rabcαβ = 2i(γabcI)αβ , Rabcdα = 0 ,
Raβγ = −2ie−
φ
2 (γaJ)βγ , Rabγ = −e−
φ
2 (γabJΛ)γ ,
Rα = 2e
−φ(IΛα) .
(.)
All curvatures with more than two spinor indices have dimension lower than zero, and must vanish.
We now insert these constraints in δκLWZ and at the same time substitute κ by Γκ, where the
projection matrix in a general background is
Γ =
εijkl√
−det(gˆ + e−φ2 Fˆ )
(
1
24
γijklI − 14e
−φ
2 FˆijγklJ +
1
8
e−φFˆijFˆklI
)
. (.)
Note that the denominator is just minus the DBI lagrangian. It is then just a matter of writing
out the various terms and verifying that they cancel the ones coming from the variation of the DBI
term, thus proving the κ-symmetry of the action I = IDBI + IWZ. Since the constraints that go
into this calculation can not be relaxed while keeping the system κ-invariant ∗, we have also shown
the equivalence between demanding κ-invariance and imposing the field equations for a D3-brane
propagating in a type IIB supergravity background.
Here we make the observation that the projection matrix in (.) can be expressed in a more
elegant way as
Γ d4ξ = − 1
LDBI
exp
(
e−φ/2Fˆ
)
γI , (.)
where
γ ≡
⊕
i∈N
γ(2i) (−K)i = 11− γ(2)K + γ(4) , (.)
∗ Although the constraints given in equations (.) and (.) depend to a certain extent on the choice of
conventions, this choice is physically irrelevant.
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and it is understood that only terms of form degree four are to be included in the expansion.
Considering that the WZ term takes the universal form (.) and that this form bears a close re-
semblance to (.), we believe that the latter expression may be relevant for a general formulation
of supersymmetric D-branes.
To make this picture complete, we would like to establish contact with the type IIB supergrav-
ity formulation of ref. []. The torsion components at dimension 0 and 12 are stated in equation
(.) and the Bianchi identities for the torsion are straightforward to check at this level. The
constrained components of the SL(2;R)-invariant three-form field strengths are
[
H˜
R˜
]
αβc
=
[
2i(γcK)αβ
−2i(γcJ)αβ
]
,
[
H˜
R˜
]
αbc
=
[
−(γbcKΛ)α
−(γbcJΛ)α
]
, (.)
and they fulfill the Bianchi identities
D
[
H˜
R˜
]
+M
[
H˜
R˜
]
= 0 , (.)
where M is the connection formed from the scalar field 2×2 matrix V belonging to the group
manifold of SL(2;R):
M = V −1dV =
[
P P ′ +Q
P ′ −Q −P
]
. (.)
The physical scalars belong to the coset SL(2;R)/U(1), and the covariant derivative includes the
U(1) part, Q, of the connection. The SL(2;R)-invariant three-form field strengths carry U(1) charge
two, so the dimension zero components have charge zero. It is consistent with the Maurer–Cartan
equation for M ,
0 = dP + 2Q∧P ′ = DP ,
0 = dP ′ − 2Q∧P = DP ′ ,
0 = dQ+ 2P ∧P ′ ,
(.)
to make the gauge choiceQ=−P ′, thus making the connection lower-triangular, and this allows one
to solve the Maurer–Cartan equations for P and P ′ in terms of the physical scalars as P = 12dφ,
P ′ = 12e
φdC0. We have P
′
α = (IΛ)α. After rescaling H˜ with exp (
φ
2 ) and R˜ with exp (−φ2 ) one
arrives exactly at the configuration of equations (.) and (.) and the Bianchi identities (.).
When checking the Bianchi identities dH=0, dR(3)+H ∧R(1)=0 (which are absolutely necessary,
considering the way the potentials enter the action above) explicitly, we need to observe that these
field strengths carry U(1) charge zero, so the dimension zero components are of charge−2. It is
a convincing test of the procedure carried out above that it actually dictates the constraints and
Bianchi identities for the fields of type IIB supergravity.
Having established the κ-symmetry of the D3-brane action in an on-shell type IIB supergravity
background, it is instructive to return to the case of flat superspace. As mentioned in section ,
the flat limit should reproduce all the θ-extensions introduced in the beginning of that section.
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From the only non-vanishing component of the flat torsion, Tαβ
c=2i(γc)αβ , and the definition of
the superspace torsion we conclude that one choice of flat vielbeins is
Em
a = δm
a , Em
α = 0 ,
Eµ
a = iδµ
α(γaθ)α , Eµ
α = δµ
α .
(.)
This immediately leads to the identification of the one-form Πa used in section  with the flat limit
of
(dZM )EM
a = dXmδm
a + idθ¯γaθ = Πa . (.)
In the case of antisymmetric tensor fields we would like to solve the flat constraints on the
field strengths for the corresponding flat potential. The definition of the flat NS-NS three-form
HABC in terms of the flat torsion is
HABC = 3∂[ABBC) + 3T[AB
DB|D|C) . (.)
Here [. . .) refers to graded symmetrizations. The only non-zero component of HABC in the flat
limit is Haβγ=2i(γaK)βγ , which is reproduced using the potential
Bab = 0 , Baβ = −i(γaKθ)β , Bαβ = −(γaθ)(α(γaKθ)β) . (.)
Thus, we find that Fij=Fij−EjBEiABAB gives exactly the θ-extended F used in section . The
other field strengths work in a similar way.
4. Conclusions and comments
In this paper we have so far shown that the sum of the DBI and the WZ terms that represents
the coupling of the D3-brane to a background four-form potential of type IIB supergravity can be
made both κ-symmetric and supersymmetric in target space in a unique and rather straightforward
way. In ref. [] the bosonic part of the DBI action for the D3-brane was shown to be equivalent
on-shell to the BDHT-type action
L =
√−γ
{
−1
2
tr(γ−1g) +
√
(1 + 1
4
tr(γ−1Fˆ )2)2 +∆(γ−1Fˆ )
}
(.)
by using the field equation for the world-volume metric γ to algebraically eliminate it. ∆ is given by
∆(X)=detX− 116(trX2)2. This kind of bosonic action was discussed recently for several important
cases by Townsend [], and by Tseytlin [] who demonstrated that together with the WZ term
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the bosonic action exhibits certain duality properties. Furthermore, the square root in the above
action can be removed by introducing also a non-propagating scalar on the world-volume:
L =
√−γ
{
−1
2
tr(γ−1g) + ϕ
[(
1 + 1
4
tr(γ−1Fˆ )2
)2
+∆(γ−1Fˆ )
]
+ ϕ−1
}
. (.)
The κ-symmetrization of this action follows the same pattern as for the DBI action. In fact,
one can easily convince oneself that the solution presented here for the transformation rules work
equally well for the BDHT form of the action. It is interesting to note in this context that using
the so-called 1.5 order formalism when establishing the invariance of the action, it does not matter
whether the matrix Γ in the projection matrix contains the super-DBI action in the denominator
or the superversion of the BDHT-type action derived in ref. []; in any case, the denominator will
not be as simple as
√−γ, and the analysis of ref. [] makes it quite clear that the cases p=1, 2
are special in this respect.
Our results may thus be summarized as follows: the action
ID3 =
∫ √−γ {−1
2
tr(γ−1gˆ) + ϕ
[(
1 + 1
4
tr(γ−1e−
φ
2 Fˆ )2
)2
+∆(γ−1e−
φ
2 Fˆ )
]
+ ϕ−1
}
+
∫
eFˆ Cˆ
(.)
and all other forms of it obtained by using algebraic world-volume field equations are invariant un-
der the κ-transformations of section , provided the background fields satisfy the IIB supergravity
field equations.
We have not explicitly discussed the properties of our D3-brane action under the SL(2;Z)
S-duality group (which is the quantum remainder of the SL(2;R) above) of the type IIB string
theory. Knowing how the self-duality works in the bosonic case [,], it should be fairly easy to
repeat those calculations with all background fields replaced by the corresponding superfields.
It would also be interesting to study the system under consideration in terms of world-volume
instead of space-time supersymmetry. The field content matches that of N = 4 super-Maxwell
theory (or super-Yang–Mills in the non-abelian case): a gauge potential, four spinors (we envisage
that gauge fixing the κ- and reparametrization symmetries will turn the world-volume scalars θ
into world-volume spinors, as happens for the fermions in the Green–Schwarz superstring), and
six scalars (the transverse components of X). The DBI action belongs to a very restricted class
of non-linear generalizations of the Maxwell theory that upon supersymmetrization does not give
rise to propagating auxiliary fields [], and it is most likely that the maximally extended world-
volume theory, should it be quantized, is a finite quantum field theory. It is not obvious that
there will be reason to perform such a quantization in a string theory context — being D-branes,
these objects do not seem to play the roˆle of truly fundamental constituents in any “string theory”
vacuum. At the present level of understanding, the actions treated in this paper play a roˆle as
low-energy effective actions, whose “classical” variation gives the necessary correction to the open
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string β-function. We should not be surprised, however, if a more profound understanding of
non-perturbative “string theory” would involve something like quantized D-branes.
While this paper deals exclusively with 3-branes, it is clear that the mechanisms at work for
other type IIA or IIB Dirichlet branes will be quite analogous, and once the ice is broken the
formulation of the corresponding actions is a matter of algebra. We also believe, although this is
less obvious, that the additional insights gained here may be used in a broader context, namely
for p-brane actions with antisymmetric tensor supermultiplets []. Interesting cases that fall into
this category are the five-brane in eleven dimensions [,] and perhaps also p-branes living in
target spaces of dimension twelve and higher [,,,,]. The generalization of the DBI action
to non-abelian vector fields [] is another obvious issue. Unfortunately, in spite of the fact that
there are many possible non-abelian generalizations of the BDHT-type actions given above, not
much can be achieved until one understands the technicalities of how to eliminate the world-volume
metric from the action. We hope to come back to these questions in the future.
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